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CHAPTER 4: MANAGEMENT, OPERATIONS, AND MAINTENANCE
This chapter discusses the management, operations and maintenance of the Claremont Hills
Wilderness Park. The chapter is intended to provide broad guidelines about how the park
should be managed and operated to meet the goals and desired outcomes developed in this
Master Plan. Guidelines are supplemented by pertinent operations and maintenance standards
for various park functions. This chapter provides recommendations and guidelines that shall
serve as the policy basis for park operations for the next twenty years. Chapter 5, the
Implementation Plan, provides recommendations for immediate actions to implement the
Master Plan in the near term and moving forward, specifically related to achieving desired
outcomes.

STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK
The purpose of this chapter is to strengthen the management, operations and maintenance of
CHWP consistent with the goals, guiding principles and desired outcomes developed during the
master planning process. Together, these policy level statements provide the strategic
“framework” for managing the park. These precepts were developed and refined based on
significant public input before and during the master planning process as well as input from the
consultants regarding best practices associated with open space management. Staff then
refined the recommendations for the local community context.
The overarching goals of the Master Plan are as follows:
1.
2.
3.

Preserve the park as an environmental resource;
Manage the park as a passive recreational opportunity; and
Minimize the impact park attendance has on surrounding residential
neighborhoods.

These broad goals include an inherent tension common in the world of open space and outdoor
recreation management, which entails both protecting natural resources while providing public
access. However, these goals are not mutually exclusive and the challenge of balancing these
goals can be addressed in different ways depending upon the purpose of the natural area, the
characteristics of the adjacent land use, and the values of the host community.
An urban city park may substantially alter a natural environment to add playgrounds, sports
fields, passive turf areas and various amenities for picnicking and relaxing. Its intended use is
very different from how and why the public experiences a large open space or wilderness area.
In a suburban / urban environment, users expect better trail conditions, amenities, and public
services. Some users are less prepared to encounter the rigors of long distances, steep inclines,
weather extremes, and wild animals; they expect risks to be managed and mitigated for
individual and general safety.
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In back country wilderness areas, users expect that trails may be single‐tracked, rutted, eroded,
and inherently more risky to traverse. Trash cans, benches and latrines are minimally provided,
if at all, with the understanding by most users that you pack out what you pack in. The motto
of “leave no trace” is understood and embraced, and the risks inherent with entering a
wilderness area with wild animals far from assistance and even cell phone coverage is tacitly
accepted by the typical trail user.
Like other regional open space facilities, the CHWP itself is a balance between open space and
urban park given its unique location within the urban‐wildland interface zone. It is bounded by
a suburban region to the south and the vast wilderness areas of the San Gabriel Mountains to
north, which results in a mix of expectations from park users.
This master plan proposes a blend of management philosophies, managing and operating the
facility in the context of its wilderness setting while recognizing not only the needs of suburban
visitors but also the opportunity to educate them about the value of respecting and preserving
our natural resources and habitat. Hence six guiding principles inform specific
recommendations related to park management, operations and maintenance. These principles
are as follows:
Preservation: Environmental and cultural resources must be preserved and protected.
Appropriate resource management promotes the long‐term viability of the natural and cultural
landscape, inspiring future generations to care for and respect these resources.
Stewardship: The Park shall be managed consistent with industry standard wilderness
management principles, which are subject to change over time. The natural environment and
the overall conditions of the Park shall be managed to minimize impacts from human (or pet)
presence or activity. Users shall not negatively impact wildlife and surrounding properties.
Visitors shall respect wilderness and natural conditions ("leave no trace”) and understand the
inherent risks associated with entering wilderness areas.
Access: Inclusive and managed public access is balanced with preserving the natural
environment and limiting the impacts to surrounding properties, while providing passive
recreational opportunities that connect people to nature and promote healthy lifestyles.
Trail network: Trails and trailheads are managed and maintained to protect natural habitats and
watershed drainages to provide reasonable public access, to protect the overall environmental
and geological context.
Education: Active education is the cornerstone of fostering public understanding, responsible
usage, and appreciation through a variety of educational, interpretative (e.g. field trips and
docent lead hikes), and outreach programs.
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Public Engagement: Public collaboration is integral to ensuring sound policy decision‐making,
and providing opportunities for the community to contribute their knowledge, expertise, and
energy to actively support Park management.

These guiding principles are intertwined and relate to one or more of the 3 goals. The intent of
this master plan is to manage the CHWP as a wilderness area. As such, visitors enter at their
own risk and should be prepared to encounter wilderness conditions, including rough terrain,
potential extreme weather conditions and potentially dangerous wildlife, such as bears,
mountain lions, and rattle snakes. However, a goal of park management is to not only advise
the public of such risks, but also to educate visitors of the need to respect and protect natural
resources as well as the adjacent neighborhoods. Promoting a culture of mutual respect for the
natural environment, other visitors, and neighbors is a key strategy to achieving a balance
among the master plan goals and is woven throughout many of the guiding principles.
Completing the philosophical framework for managing the CHWP are six desired outcomes
more specifically related to implementing the Master Plan.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Increase stewardship of natural resources;
Reduce neighborhood impacts;
Redistribute hours of usage;
Increase visitor management;
Enhance visitor experience; and
Provide sustainable funding to support park operations and maintenance.

While the Implementation Plan in Chapter 5 is specifically intended to achieve these desired
outcomes, it is important to reference them in this chapter as they also influenced the creation
of the policy guidelines and operations and maintenance standards set forth below.

FUNCTIONAL AREAS
Park management, operations, and maintenance include several
functional areas. Overall management of the park includes four
primary functions: (1) disseminating relevant public information
(Public Outreach); (2) developing educational and recreational
opportunities (Programming); (3) engaging volunteers and
developing public collaborations (Volunteer Engagement); and (4)
developing and enforcing park rules (Enforcement). The first three
activities fall within the purview of the Human Services
Department, while enforcement has been shared between the
Police Department and the rangers. To date police staff has been
the primary entity issuing citations. In June of 2015 City Council Source: City of Claremont
extended citing authority to Park Rangers.
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Management strategies for parks and natural areas can be both direct and indirect. Direct
management techniques result in limiting visitor choice by defining rules and regulations (e.g.
littering is prohibited) while indirect management actions encourage a visitor to act or behave
in a certain way (e.g. educational strategies encouraging visitors to use trash receptacles).
Typically, outdoor recreation areas are managed using a combination of direct and indirect
strategies that lead to desirable visitor behavior consistent with goals and desired outcomes.
For example, a direct management technique to enforce no littering is to cite violators. To do so
requires an enforcement officer to see the violation. Effectiveness is limited to those individual
citations. However, public information coupled with volunteer engagement is a powerful
combination of indirect management techniques to achieve the same end goal of minimizing
litter in the park. An ongoing public information program, coupled with permanent signage
related to park rules, strategically placed trash receptacles, and an engaged volunteer group
interacting with other visitors achieves a broader impact, educating more people in a positive
manner rather than the limited and more negative experience of citing a few violators.
A grassroots effort has already sprung up for this very circumstance with a TAC member who
regularly hikes the main loop bringing an extra garbage bag marked with a label, “Clean Trails,
Help Out.” He has dubbed this social experiment “Befriend the Loop.”
As he picks up trash, he engages in conversation with other visitors and offers the extra bag for
his new friend to do the same. The “pay it forward” concept is like throwing a stone into a lake,
the ripple effect extends the message and encourages subsequent action. A key strategy
recommended in this master plan is to enhance park management to promote a number of
master plan goals and desired outcomes by facilitating efforts such as “Befriend the Loop.”
Supplementing park management are various activities that fall within the functional area of
Operations and Maintenance (O&M). Operations and maintenance in the industry of outdoor
recreation management includes activities related to operating and maintaining the physical
infrastructure of the facility. In Claremont that responsibility falls primarily within the purview
of the Community Services Department with assistance from the rangers. For this master plan,
these activities have been organized within four primary functional areas: (1) trail maintenance;
(2) trail amenities; (3) parking lots and (4) fuel and vegetation management. It is critically
important that operations and maintenance be aligned with park management to ensure goals
and desired outcomes are understood and consistently embraced. An enhanced ranger
program is an opportunity to solidify a critical linkage between both facets of overall
operations.

4.1

GUIDELINES AND STANDARDS

As noted in Chapter 1, guidelines help define a course of action or provide a general
management direction that aims to achieve the master plan goals. They should be adhered to
as much as possible, understanding that some flexibility may be necessary when applied to
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specific circumstances. If a guideline can be reasonably implemented, it should be carried out
without deviation. Guidelines have been developed for park management as well as operations
and maintenance. Standards are mandatory actions or agreed upon best practices that are
applied across operations and maintenance to ensure consistency and adherence to
management goals.

4.2

PARK MANAGEMENT

Management actions include leading, planning and organizing various activities to achieve goals
and desired outcomes. For the CHWP, management is divided into four functional areas: Public
Outreach, Programming, Volunteer Engagement, and Enforcement.

4.2.1 Public Outreach
Public Information
Informing the public about CHWP regulations, safety, amenities, and appropriate behavior is a
key management activity to achieve goals and desired outcomes. Some visitors may not
encounter City staff or volunteers while visiting the CHWP. Therefore, information provided
through community resources, websites and signage at park entrances and along the trails may
be the only method to inform visitors. Because the majority of park visitors, particularly those
who enter through the main entrance on Mills, are not local residents, the City’s website and
park signage are particularly important as primary messaging tools.
City staff currently maintains public information on its website and provides updated
information as necessary through its standard methods. However, opportunities exist to
expand the type and frequency of public information.
Recommendation: Develop and regularly disseminate information to promote the preservation
and conservation of natural resources, trail etiquette, and a positive park culture that embraces
mutual respect and consideration for the wilderness area, other visitors, and park neighbors.
Public Information Guidelines:
 Information regarding park rules and trail etiquette shall be clearly posted on the City’s
website, in park kiosks and on signage at park entrance points.
 Information regarding rules, safety, programming and resource conservation shall be
regularly disseminated through standard City methods, including the website, quarterly
newsletter, the City Manager’s weekly updates, the recreation brochure, press releases
and other venues.
 Outreach information shall be regularly refreshed for interest, and designed to engage,
inform and educate visitors and neighbors in order to reinforce management goals and
desired outcomes.
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Sign Program
Signage is a key management tool as many visitors do not encounter City staff or volunteers
during their visits, and non‐residents may not receive updated information from local
resources. Signs have been installed at the CHWP
through the years for various purposes using different
materials with no consistent standard. Many signs
are worn and faded, and multiple signs at trail
junctions create an appearance of “sign pollution”
inconsistent with a wilderness area. The focus has
been to provide some wayfinding guidance, inform
visitors of rules and trail etiquette, and to mark
property boundaries. Implementation has been
sporadic and inconsistent given limited oversight and
management of the hillsides.
Multiple signs lacking consistent format and
content
Source: City of Claremont

Newer signage that was developed in recent years,
principally related to the construction of the north parking lot and the implementation of
regulated parking. An effort has also been made to install signage at all park entry locations to
promote hours of operation and park rules.
Recommendation: An official sign program should be developed to direct, guide, and educate
visitors, which will not only maximize visitor enjoyment and safety, but also aid in protecting
and preserving the wilderness area.
A comprehensive sign program consists of several types of signs:
Regulatory:
Signage that informs
visitors of rules, such as operating
hours and unauthorized activities as
listed in the Municipal Code,
enforceable with citations. These are
installed at primary entrances to the
facility where visitors have a
reasonable opportunity to see them.
Trail Etiquette: Signage that informs
visitors how to share the trail (yielding
Recent signs installed in the CHWP
protocols) and that promote a culture Source: City of Claremont
of respect and courtesy for other users
and the environment. These are installed at primary entrances to the facility and as
reminders along the trail. They include rules for acceptable behavior not necessarily
included in the Municipal Code but subject to enforcement by park rangers.
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Safety: Signage that advises users of trail conditions, authorized usage, park rules, and
cautionary information, including wildlife advisories.
Wayfinding: Signage that informs visitors of the authorized trail network, including
names and locations, and any closed trails, which should not be traversed. Contact
information to request assistance should be included on wayfinding signage.
Informational or Interpretative: These signs provide educational information to
promote an understanding and appreciation for the environment, including
geographical, habitat and wildlife information.
The CHWP is first and foremost a wilderness area. Sign guidelines and standards have been
developed to minimize visual impacts along the trail, while providing sufficient information for
user safety. This information has been included in the Operations and Maintenance section
presented later in this chapter.
Examples of potential sign styles and types are included in Attachment 1 as reference only. The
CHWP sign program should be developed in a collaborative effort with staff from both the
Community and Human Services Departments and park users actively engaged in this effort.
The sign program shall be considered by the Parks, Hillsides and Utilities Committee and the
Community and Human Services Commission and approved by the City Council. The adopted
sign program shall be incorporated into the Master Plan as an addendum.

4.2.2 Programming
From 2002 to 2012, the Human Services park rangers provided docent led hikes for local youth,
elementary through high school, which reinforced classroom curriculum. The hikes provided an
opportunity for local children and teens who might not otherwise visit the CHWP to experience
a wilderness area and learn about habitat and wildlife native to the San Gabriel Mountains.
This introduction to the natural environment was intended to initiate a lifelong appreciation for
conserving wilderness areas while encouraging physical activity, such as hiking or biking. The
CHWP offers a tremendous opportunity to serve as a “natural classroom.” Unfortunately, the
program was eliminated due to staffing shortages.
From time to time outdoor associations and clubs also request access to the CHWP for various
activities, such as an organized run from La Verne’s Marshall Canyon to Potato Mountain and
back and group hikes around the main loop and other trails. Given mounting public policy
concerns associated with rising obesity rates and associated health issues, providing outdoor
physical fitness opportunities are an important part of healthy lifestyles. The main loop
provides an invigorating five mile opportunity to hike or bike in a natural setting that is
appealing to numerous people. Promoting the park rangers as liaisons to these various groups
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to communicate park rules, trail etiquette and neighborhood consideration and to coordinate
group activities would aid in achieving management goals and desired outcomes.
Recommendation: Collaborate with local schools to reinstate docent‐led hikes, which promote
an understanding and appreciation of wilderness conservation and encourage healthy physical
activity, such as hiking and biking, while experiencing the natural environment.
Recommendation: Through public information and outreach encourage organized groups to
coordinate activities through the ranger program to manage access, communicate key rules,
and promote respectful behavior during their visit.
General Programming Guidelines
 Programming organized and implemented by Human Services should promote the goals
of environmental stewardship and conservation, outdoor physical exercise, and a
culture of mutual respect and consideration for the natural environment, other visitors,
and park neighbors.
 Program participants should be encouraged or incentivized to carpool to the main
entrance, park in designated lots and visit the CHWP during non‐peak hours to the
degree possible.

4.2.3 Volunteer Engagement
Harnessing the energy of volunteers to achieve goals and outcomes can be extremely successful
if effectively managed. Volunteer activities should align with adopted goals and desired
outcomes, and supplement and enhance staff efforts rather than divert resources to satisfy
volunteer initiatives. Volunteers require active management to support their efforts, ensure
alignment, and maximize effective outcomes. A more robust ranger program is necessary to
support an active volunteer engagement program.
Community input in recent years illustrates the passion neighbors and park users alike feel
about the CHWP. Through the efforts of many TAC members, committed residents, and vested
neighbors progress has been made to better align perspectives and facilitate collaboration for
undertaking CHWP activities. Many community members engaged in the master planning
process have expressed a desire to continue to foster a forum for mutual communication and
collaboration. A forum would allow interested community members and park users to come
together to share concerns, coordinate projects, and communicate with City staff about park
management and operations. An ongoing, collaborative forum would significantly aid in
maintaining a balance among the three primary goals of the master plan: promoting
environmental preservation, providing public access, and mitigating negative neighborhood
impacts.
Recommendation: Create a “Friends” of the CHWP group supported by the Human Services
Department and the ranger program to encourage a collaborative forum for volunteers
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committed to assisting with park projects and activities and to facilitate communication among
park users, neighbors and City staff.
A Friends group would not provide oversight for CHWP management and operations, as that
function currently resides with the Parks, Hillsides, and Utilities Committee and the Community
and Human Services Commission. Rather this group would actively engage in CHWP related
projects and activities and offer recommendations to the aforementioned advisory bodies.
Human Services and Community Services staff would participate to provide guidance on helpful
projects and to participate in the community dialogue that has become established as part of
the master planning process. This group would self‐organize with support from the City to
achieve adopted goals and desired outcomes.
A trained volunteer group could assist staff with numerous projects, from picking up litter,
serving as volunteer liaisons to park visitors to reinforce trail etiquette and park rules, assisting
with disseminating information and undertaking special projects, such as dog check points to
verify licensing or staff a “Be Prepared” public information stand during hot days. In high
temperatures, it is common for visitors and pets to be overcome by heat, lack of water and
physical exertion on the main loop. Many first time visitors are unprepared for the rigors of the
trail during hot days and need assistance. Volunteers could also monitor neighborhoods and
parking lots for unwanted conditions and activity and to assist visitors. Organized volunteers
could be rewarded and engaged with a branded t‐shirt, regular newsletters, and through
annual recognition by the City for their efforts.
Recommendation: Assign the rangers the responsibility of coordinating volunteer activities,
such as Project Adopt for the CHWP, Eagle Scout projects, and other efforts.
Staff resources are constrained and insufficient to develop a more active volunteer program to
assist with managing, operating and maintaining the CHWP. A more robust ranger program
could coordinate and support an active volunteer program that supplements staff efforts.
Eagle Scouts could undertake elements of implementing the sign program while additional
Project Adopt volunteers can focus on ongoing activities such as picking up litter. Staff and the
Friends could develop project lists for volunteers to accomplish as they come forward.
Volunteer Management Guidelines
 The park ranger program shall coordinate CHWP volunteers so that activities
supplement staff efforts and contribute to the management goals and desired outcomes
of the master plan.
 An effective volunteer management program shall include constructive engagement,
effective communication, and recognition for personal contributions.
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4.2.4 Enforcement
Throughout the master planning process a general theme from public input has been the need
to increase enforcement of park rules, specifically related to operating hours and littering.
Another significant theme that evolved during public dialogue related to developing a park
culture that promotes mutual respect and consideration for the environment, other visitors and
park neighbors. Developing a park culture not only includes enforcing specific rules but also
promoting an awareness and respect for others and the environment that is achieved through
positive outreach and visitor engagement.
Managing the use of any open space or recreational facility includes promoting and enforcing a
reasonable set of rules and regulations to ensure general safety, appropriate behavior, and
acceptable activities in order to minimize negative
impacts to other users, neighbors and the
environment. A number of park rules for the CHWP
have already been codified in Municipal Code Chapter
11.10, which is included in Appendix D as reference.
Rules include hours of operation for the park and
parking lot, which adjust each month generally by the
amount of available daylight hours; specific lists of
authorized and unauthorized activities; and general
prohibitions related to the park. Any violation of
User Etiquette Sign
Source: City of Claremont

these codified rules and prohibitions is a citable
offence under the Municipal Code.

Achieving compliance with rules and regulations includes a variety of methods and techniques,
both direct and indirect, including public information and signage to inform and educate
visitors; verbal reminders from staff, volunteers, and other visitors; encouraging visitors to
model appropriate behavior and compliance; and finally formal enforcement through citations.
To date all of these methods have been undertaken by staff and engaged community members.
The rangers have verbally enforced these rules through their interactions with park visitors,
while police officers have issued citations primarily for violations of park and parking lot hours
and parking lot regulations.
The following requirements are currently missing from the Municipal Code and have been
developed based on public input to address trail conflicts, maintenance considerations and
management concerns.




Dogs shall be on a leash not more than 6’ in length.
No audible music or conversations from electronic devices.
Only one ear bud shall be worn, rather than two, to maintain awareness of
surroundings.
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Visitors enter at their own risk.
Use of unauthorized trails is prohibited.

The following trail etiquettes have been developed, which should be disseminated and
promoted as part of enhanced public information and outreach efforts.







Visitors shall stay on authorized trails to avoid detrimental environmental impacts such
as damaging vegetation and disturbing wildlife.
Dispose of all waste including fruit peelings, trash and dog feces in trash receptacles.
(While a general litter prohibition is already in the Municipal Code, violations are a
regular occurrence. Enhanced outreach and enforcement is necessary.)
Hikers and bikers should walk or bike on the right side of the trail, leaving room for
others to pass. Hikers in groups should not walk across the width of the trail.
Bikers shall warn hikers of their approach either with a bell or a verbal “passing on your
left.”
Bikers shall maintain a safe downhill speed on the main loop to avoid conflicts with
others and slow down at blind turns.
Visitors should follow standard trail conventions of hikers and bikers yielding to horses
and bikers yielding to hikers.

Recommendation: Develop a more complete set of rules related to park operations and trail
etiquette and update the Municipal Code and park signage as appropriate.
Recommendation: Increase resources to provide greater enforcement of park rules; to positively
engage visitors to achieve compliance; and to develop methods, activities, and programs to
promote acceptable park norms and a culture of respect and appreciation for the environment,
other visitors and the neighbors.
Enforcement Guidelines
 Information regarding park rules shall be disseminated to the public and visitors through
various means to facilitate compliance to the degree feasible; visitors are responsible for
understanding posted rules.
 Park rules shall be enforced fairly and reasonably through various strategies at the
discretion of assigned staff.

4.3

PARK OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE

Operations and maintenance in the industry of outdoor recreation management include
activities related to operating and maintaining the physical infrastructure of the facility. In
Claremont that responsibility falls primarily within the purview of the Community Services
Department with some assistance from the rangers. For this master plan, these activities have
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been organized within four primary functional areas: (1) trail maintenance; (2) trail amenities;
(3) parking lots; and (4) fuel and vegetation management.

4.3.1 Trail Maintenance
The trail network within the city‐owned hillsides are
comprised of LA County maintained fire roads and a series of
informal or unofficial single track trails established by
primarily bike riders but also used by hikers. Several short
single track trails also cross into Waters of the US and Waters
of the State, which are protected habitat areas. Because
unauthorized trails were developed for the enjoyment of the
users rather than consistency with proper trail standards,
they have the potential to erode, encroach into wildlife
corridors, damage vegetation, and generally disturb overall
habitat conditions. Efforts to deter access to heavily eroded
trail segments by blocking areas with benches have resulted
in users going around and continuing to access those
locations.
Unauthorized Trail
Source: City of Claremont

Trail erosion is
caused more by impacted drainage structures,
impeded drainage flows and deficient trail design
than by the number or type of park users. Although
CHWP rules and signage indicate visitors should
remain on designated trails, no trails have been
signed as unofficial, closed or passage prohibited;
therefore, messaging is incomplete and enforcement
not possible.
Unauthorized Trail

The fire roads were graded at a pitch to sheet flow Source: City of Claremont
either away from the slope and off the road, or
toward the slope to access culverts under the trail.
The roads are maintained by the LA County Fire
Department consistent with its standards, which
typically involves scraping the roads as necessary to
provide passage for emergency equipment, the
primary goal of their maintenance program.
However, repeated scraping has created spoil berms
over time, impeding drainage flows off the edge of
road down slope or blocking drainage culverts on the
interior side. Over time ruts develop and widen.
Extreme erosion on 5‐mile Loop Trail
Source: City of Claremont
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With additional resources and in coordination with LA County Fire, additional maintenance
could be performed to provide openings in the berms to facilitate sheet flow off the trail and to
regularly remove accumulated sediment from trail culverts.
The fire roads and single track trails should be actively managed to avoid negative
environmental impacts and maintained to standards consistent with that of a wilderness area.
As such, while periodic maintenance does occur and may be enhanced on CHWP trails, budgets
allowing. Visitors should be prepared to encounter rutted trail conditions, debris from storms
and a variety of conditions inherent in wilderness conditions. Visitors pass at their own risk.
Should additional, non‐general fund, funding
sources become available, opportunities
exist for enhanced trail management and
maintenance to improve environmental
conditions, habitat stewardship, and visitor
experience.

Evidence of switchback cutting
Source: City of Claremont

Recommendation: The City should adopt
and manage all established trails within the
CHWP, coordinating with LA County Fire for
fire road maintenance.

Trail Maintenance Guidelines:
 Established single track trails shall be monitored for severe erosion and detrimental
habitat or watershed impacts and closed as necessary until funds are secured to
undertake trail relocation, renovation and / or revegetation.
 Non‐conforming trails in Waters of the US and Waters of the State shall be closed in
accordance with Federal and State resource regulations.
 Grade and maintain trails during the dry months when associated erosion can be
reduced.
 Rangers and maintenance staff shall monitor trail conditions to ensure proper trail use
and deter the formation of unauthorized trails, the cutting of switchbacks and other
conditions detrimental to environmental conditions and visitor safety.
Trail Maintenance Standards:
 Any new trails shall be designed and existing trails maintained in accordance with the
standards set forth in the County of Los Angeles Department of Parks and Recreation
Trails Manual, included in Appendix E, to the degree economically feasible.
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4.3.2 Trail Amenities
Limited amenities are provided for CHWP visitors consistent with a wilderness management
philosophy, although some facilities and amenities have been installed to enhance visitor
experience and safety and minimize human impacts on the environment. Trail amenities
include temporary restrooms in the parking lot and two along the main loop, lidded waste
containers, several informational kiosks, signage, and natural benches built by the rangers with
tree stumps from downed trees and other simple material.
Sanitary Facilities and Trash Receptacles
The sanitary facilities currently in use are temporary porta‐potties. Four are located next to the
north parking lot and two are located on the main loop. Sanitary facilities and trash receptacles
are serviced regularly, although the need for enhanced sanitary service is evident. The main
loop facilities have proven to be inefficient for contractors to service given their remote
locations on a dirt road. With limited facilities on the trail, visitors have created a number of
informal latrine locations to relieve themselves. The two facilities on the main loop are heavily
used and the limited service level has generally not been adequate for the amount of use.
Recommendation: Given the difficulty in maintaining consistent and effective service to the loop
portable latrines, the installation of at least two composting toilet facilities is recommended.
These facilities will accommodate greater use than the portable latrines and can be maintained
by staff.
Trash receptacles are located in several locations along the main loop and consist of 55 gallon
drums painted green with lids clamped on to prevent birds and small rodents from scavenging.
The lids are generally effective for smaller animals but not for bears. Trash disposed in the
receptacles is primarily water bottles, pet waste, and food wrappers, which are not attractive to
bears; therefore, incidents of bear scavenging have been infrequent. Manufactured bear
resistant trash cans are another option, if determined to be necessary or desirable.
Sanitary Facilities Guidelines
 Sanitary facilities and trash receptacles shall be provided to minimize negative human
impacts within the CHWP. Need shall be determined by the Community and Human
Services Departments, subject to budgetary considerations and standard project or
purchasing approvals that require Commission and / or City Council approval.
Sanitary Facilities Standards
 Service of sanitary facilities, including cleaning and stocking of restroom facilities and
emptying trash receptacles, shall be scheduled as necessary to maintain clean facilities,
minimize litter, and deter the use of informal off trail latrine areas.
 Sanitary facilities and trash receptacles shall be in colors consistent with a wilderness
setting to minimize visual distractions.
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Sanitary facilities and trash receptacles shall be located against vegetation, berms or
outcroppings rather than within open space sight lines.
Trash receptacles shall be located with other amenities to limit the occurrence of man‐
made fixtures along the trail.

Kiosks and Signage
Public information is a key management tool to address a variety of goals and desired outcomes
related to enforcing rules, promoting a respectful park culture, and enhancing visitor
experience and personal safety. Because many visitors do not encounter City staff or
volunteers during their visits, and non‐residents may not receive updated information from
local resources, information displayed in kiosks and through a comprehensive sign program is
the most direct and effective way to communicate with park visitors.
Kiosks are currently located one at the south / TCT lot and two at the north parking lot.
Because of the north parking lot construction, the kiosks at the end of N. Mills are no longer
located in an area most visitors pass as they enter the park. Kiosks should be located in highly
visible areas to maximize the effectiveness of disseminated public information.
Recommendation: Locate kiosks for maximum visibility at the main entrance.
As mentioned in the Management section above, signage has been installed in the CHWP
through the years for various purposes using different materials with no consistent standard.
Posted information can be significantly improved for wayfinding purposes, enhancing personal
safety, and to minimize sign clutter and visual distractions consistent with a wilderness setting.
A more comprehensive sign program includes a variety of sign types, and once developed,
should be incorporated into the sign maintenance program. Budgets permitting, and as signs
are replaced, the following guidelines and standards should be followed.
General Kiosk and Sign Guidelines
 Kiosks should be located at primary entrances to maximize public visibility.
 Signs should provide sufficient information regarding rules, user etiquette, and way
finding information and installed in a manner aesthetically consistent with the
wilderness context without detracting from vistas and sight lines to the degree possible.
 Along trails, placement should be discrete but visible, set against vegetation, berms or
outcroppings rather than open space sight lines, unless providing information specific to
the vista.
 Signage at trail entrances should adequately inform visitors of park rules, trail etiquette
and wilderness precautions.
 All major trail junctions (fire roads) should be signed for wayfinding purposes.
 Any trail segments closed due to detrimental environmental impacts or other reasons
should be clearly posted as closed, passage prohibited.
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General Kiosk and Sign Standards
 Kiosks should be constructed in a style consistent for a wilderness context and include
easy yet secure access.
 Signage should include consistent design elements, such as mounting methods, weather
resistant material, lettering, and use of color as approved and incorporated into the
master plan.
 Worn and damaged signs shall be replaced as funding permits, consistent with an
adopted sign program.
 Signage should conform to ADA guidelines for exterior signs.
 Mounting height should not exceed eye level for regulatory signs; signs should be
installed at a height appropriate for the purpose of the sign.
 Regulatory and trail etiquette signage should be installed at CHWP entry points.
 Wayfinding signage should include emergency and non‐emergency contact information
to request assistance and report maintenance and / or safety concerns.
Benches and Rest Areas
In addition to the shelter at the top of the main loop, the rangers have constructed and
installed a number of benches primarily along the main loop as well as a few elsewhere in the
park to provide rest areas for visitors. These benches consist primarily of stumps from downed
trees and boards provided by the rangers through a variety of means, including donated
supplies. The seating is rustic and actively used by visitors. Although manufactured benches
are available at varying costs, the tree stumps and rustic benches are in keeping with the
natural setting.
General Bench and Rest Area Guidelines
 Benches should be located in areas set back from trail traffic against vegetation, berms
or outcroppings rather than within open space sight lines unless used as barriers.
 Some existing benches are located at vistas in view sheds / open space sight lines and
may stay at the discretion of the park management, provided no additional benches are
added in other such locations.
General Bench and Rest Area Standards
 Benches should continue to maintain a rustic feel, and be made of natural or natural
looking material consistent with the current aesthetic.
 Large flat even surfaces should be avoided to deter graffiti. Open slatted and rough
uneven surfaces are preferred.

4.3.3 Parking Lots
Two parking lots are located on N. Mills adjacent to the CHWP. The north lot provides 134
spaces and serves as the primary parking lot for the facility. The parking lot hours of operation
match the operating hours of the park, which are adjusted each month to generally match
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available daylight hours. A 45 space parking lot at the trail entrance to the Thompson Creek
Trail is located at the intersection of Mt. Baldy and N. Mills and is referred to as the TCT / south
lot. Its operating hours match those of the municipal park and trail system, 6:00 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Both parking lots are regulated parking lots, permit required. Meters are available in both lots
to purchase a temporary permit for four hours. Frequent visitors may also purchase an annual
permit, which must be displayed on the rear window of the vehicle and may be used in either
lot. Residents may also obtain two free resident permits per household with proof of
residency. Resident permits are only valid in the south lot, which is City‐owned. The north lot
is leased by City from the Pomona Valley Protective Association (PVPA), a regionally serving
water agency, which required the same service and benefits for all visitors as a condition of the
lease. Therefore, the resident permit is only valid in the south lot. Parking lot fees and
regulations may be adjusted as deemed appropriate by the City Council.
The current parking lot capacity is sufficient to meet visitor demands on most days except
Saturday and Sunday mornings, which becomes a potential limiting factor for determining park
capacity. When MIG was asked to evaluate “carrying capacity,” the discussion primarily
revolved around trail capacity and whether the park was too crowded. Carrying capacity is
affected by social, biological and /or physical factors. Because the trail network is primarily
comprised of wide fire roads, the trails can physically accommodate more people than currently
hike or bike (physical factor) in the CHWP. Furthermore, according to the intercept survey
results, the majority of park users do not believe the trails are too crowded (social factor). Nor
does the baseline environmental assessment indicate that the number or type of visitors is
having a significant detrimental impact to park habitat or the physical condition of the hillsides
(biological factors). Therefore, based on data collected in 2014 the park’s internal carrying
capacity has not been limited thus far by social, biological or physical factors. However, visitor
parking has negatively impacted the surrounding neighborhoods; therefore, current parking
capacity is a potential, external limiting factor and can serve as the basis for managing park
visitation.
Visitors seek alternative parking opportunities outside of the two lots for three general reasons:
1) the lots are full (physical capacity), 2) the visitor does not want to pay for parking in the lots
(discretionary preference), or 3) the visitor cannot afford to pay for parking (economic
limitation). Adjacent collector and residential streets have been impacted by migrating parking
from park visitors to varying degrees. As noted in Chapter 2, a series of Restricted Parking
Permit zones have been approved to address parking impacts. As part of the master planning
process additional parking alternatives were evaluated, including lifting some restricted parking
areas on N. Mills, improving shoulder areas to traffic safety standards to accommodate
additional parking, funding a weekend shuttle from the Metrolink parking lot in the Village, and
encouraging visitors to park at other parks and walk or bike to the main entrance. These
alternatives are not recommended at this time due to negative impacts to other neighborhoods
or park user groups or the cost subsidies necessary to provide the service. Alternatively, a park
reservation system was evaluated to numerically limit entrance to the CHWP based upon the
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number of spaces available in the parking lots factoring in the number of people walking and
biking to the park. However, the capital improvement and labor costs to secure and control
entrances were prohibitive.
In order to achieve a better balance between supply and demand for visitor management,
Chapter 5 makes recommendations to reduce parking demand with increased peak time pricing
and increased restricted parking on residential streets to reduce supply and drive users during
these times into the parking lots.
With regard to physical operation and maintenance, the parking lots should be maintained in a
safe and good condition, including landscaping, asphalt, signage, striping, and any amenities
such as bike racks, benches, sanitary facilities, drinking fountains and trash cans.
General Parking Lot Guidelines:
 Parking opportunities to support CHWP visitation shall be provided at a level deemed
necessary and / or sufficient by the City Council, and managed through a variety of
methods and means to minimize detrimental neighborhood impacts.
 Provide incentives to encourage visitation during off‐peak periods.
General Parking Lot Standards:
 The facilities shall be inspected regularly, maintained in good and working order, and
any deficiencies repaired or corrected in a timely fashion.
 Consistent with Community Services standards, graffiti shall be removed within 48 hours
of discovery, if possible.

4.3.4 Fuel and Vegetation Management
Fuel and vegetation management is guided by the City Council approved Vegetation
Management Plan, which was updated in 2003 following the Gran Prix Fire. The plan was
prepared by the LA County Fire Department for the City of Claremont and is intended to
“provide long‐term wildfire hazard mitigation and reduce associated threats to life, property,
and the environment” within the limitations of environmental and regulatory constraints.
The CHWP is located in a historic fire corridor along the San Gabriel Mountains’ urban‐wildland
interface, which has experienced a series of brush fires through the decades. In fact many of
the region’s plant communities, such as manzanita, are not only tolerant of periodic fires, but
dependent upon fire to germinate and thrive. Due to steep topography, heavy fuels, severe fire
weather, extreme drought and higher than normal seasonal temperatures, the very real
potential exists for brush fires to occur again. Whether a fire starts within the Claremont‐
owned hillsides or blows in from the east as was the case with the 2003 Gran Prix Fire, the
Claremont community should prepare for wild fires as it does for earthquakes.
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Within its own hillsides, the City of Claremont undertakes a number of measures to mitigate
fire risk, including enforcing the prohibition against glass containers, smoking, or camp fires in
the CHWP. In addition, each year the Community Services Department undertakes brush
clearance activities at the perimeter of the park in proximity to nearby structures, work which is
inspected by LA County inspectors to certify compliance with the current Vegetation
Management Plan.
Because wildfire embers are known to travel over a mile before settling onto combustible
material or vegetation, it is paramount that the neighborhoods adjoining the hillsides take
appropriate actions to mitigate fire risk on private property.
Recommendation: Update the Vegetation Management Plan in cooperation with LA County Fire
to address changing conditions in the CHWP and to incorporate updated technologies and
practices related to mitigating the risk of wild fires.
Recommendation: Prepare a Community Wildfire Protection Plan in cooperation with LA County
Fire to enhance community preparedness.
General Fuel and Vegetation Management Guidelines
 Update the Vegetation Management Plan every 10 years and adhere to its guidelines for
vegetation and fuel management.
 Participate in the preparation of a Community Wildfire Protection Plan and adhere to its
guidelines for City actions related to community preparedness.
 Maintain collaboration with LA County Fire Department to ensure fire roads are
maintained for equipment accessibility.
 Disseminate public information related to fire risk, prevention and preparedness,
particularly during high fire risk.
 Close the CHWP during Red Flag conditions to reduce visitor risk should a fire begin.
 Do not conduct brush clearance during Red Flag conditions to avoid risk of sparks.
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Attachment 4A
CLAREMONT HILLS WILDERNESS PARK SIGNAGE GUIDELINES
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Claremont Hills Wilderness Park Signage Guidelines
This document provides signage guidelines to be implemented in response to the need for
appropriate signage at the CHWP. By providing simplified, graphical iconography of park rules
and information, signage helps improve trail safety and the overall visitor experience. Currently,
the CHWP employs the use of a handful of signs to designate rules for the park, parking, as well
as entry/exit points. Signs used currently in the park are outlined in Figure 1.

Figure 1

Signs should be visible and ADA compliant (within visual range of visitors at wheelchair level).
Other considerations for impaired visitors may also be taken into account, such as the use of
Braille. Language should be clear and concise. Signs should be constructed of weather‐resistant
material, with consideration to the vulnerability to vandalism (concrete markers versus wooden
ones, for example). Signs should be placed along busy trail intersections at eye level, and should
be regularly cleared of brush or vegetation. MIG recommends the following additional signs,
with the following examples of signage design from the East Bay Regional Park District Sign
Catalog and other national parks and trails.

REGULATORY SIGNS
Regulatory signs serve as a reminder of appropriate park behavior, as well as prohibited items
or actions. Currently, the welcome sign to the CHWP outlines park rules, but additional signs
throughout the park will help reinforce existing regulations. Similar, weather‐resistant material
is recommended. To maximize their effectiveness, these signs should be limited to rules
concerning the most commonly troublesome activities in terms of park operations, such as
animal, alcohol, and motor vehicle regulations (Figure 3). To be enforceable, these rules must
be posted in such a manner that visitors have a reasonable opportunity to be aware of them.
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Figure 2 (for example purposes only)

SIZE: 15” x 19”, Polyplate
POLICY: Use to inform the public of Ordinance 38 rules for parkland use.
LOCATION: Install at parking lots, pedestrian entrances, or other major
gathering areas. This sign is not designed to be read from moving vehicles.
SOURCE: Central Stores ‐ STOCK NO: 2504010

Figure 3(for example purposes only)

SIZE: 30” x 18”, Polyplate
POLICY: Use to inform motorists that off road vehicle use in a park is prohibited.
LOCATION: Install near the park entrance in the standard position on a roadway.
SOURCE: Environmental Graphics
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SAFETY SIGNS
A sign similar to below can be utilized to forewarn bicyclists of a sharp turn in the road and to
slow down for upcoming pedestrians. A weather‐resistant polyplate material is recommended.

Figure 4

SIZE: 15” x 15”, Polyplate
POLICY: Use to warn bicyclist of trail direction changes that may not be apparent to the
bicyclists.
NOTE: Left and right arrows are available.
LOCATION: Install as needed on bicycle trails before sharp curve.
SOURCE: Environmental Graphics

INTERPRETIVE SIGNS
Currently, there is a welcome sign to the Park, exhibiting park rules. In addition to this sign,
MIG recommends a weatherproof (laminate) interpretive panel at the main entryway (North
Mills) that includes a map of the trail, as well as historical, biological, or geological information
that may be useful to visitors. Should the City decide to move forward with a volunteer
program, interpretive panels can serve as an informational aid to docents.
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Figure 5

SIZE: 36” x 24” or 38” x 22” Mounted Digital Print
POLICY: Use to provide a source of general information about a park or facility. Includes
park map, park rules and area information, history or points of interest taken from the park
brochure.
LOCATION: Install near entrances and at major gathering areas in a park or facility.
SOURCE: Environmental Graphics

DIRECTIONAL SIGNS
Arrow markers on trails are useful measures to keep visitors on authorized trails. Arrows are
simple, universally‐understood symbols that can be easily interpreted. Additionally, the City
may consider replacing the weathered mile markers on trails with newer ones. Mile markers
help visitors understand distances covered in relation to the entire length of the trail, and
replacing current ones with weather‐resistant concrete or plasticized wood slabs –as seen
below—would be a prudent long‐term solution. Arrow signs and mile markers can be made on
the same slab to save on costs, and can indicate other park rules as well (Figure 6).
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Figure 6

SIZE: varies. 100% recycled plastic lumber
POLICY: Use to provide a source of general information about trail length and direction.
LOCATION: Along trail, trail forks
SOURCE: Baldwin Design Works LTD.

Figure 7

SIZE: varies. 100% recycled plastic lumber
POLICY: Use to provide a source of general information about trail length and direction.
LOCATION: Along trail, trail forks
SOURCE: Baldwin Design Works LTD.
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BOUNDARY SIGNS
Signs designating the reaches of the park and restricted areas will assist in keeping visitors in
authorized areas of the park. These will aid in providing safety to visitors, as well as aid in
preserving natural resources.

Figure 8

SIZE: 18 x 9”, Polyplate
POLICY: Use to inform the public of an area that they are prohibited from entering.
LOCATION: Install as needed.
SOURCE: Central Stores ‐ STOCK NO: 2504090

RESTROOM AND FACILITY SIGNS
Results from the spring 2014 intercept survey indicated that visitors supported the installation
of restroom facilitates, with 15 percent of visitors indicating that the lack of such facilities
detracted from their experience at CHWP. Following the installation of new restrooms on the
lower loop of the trail, signs should be installed in their vicinity to indicate the location of
restrooms. Figure 9 indicates a universally understood symbol for male and female restroom
facilities.

Figure 9
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Size: 15”x15” Polyplate
Policy: Use to identify or indicate direction to restroom facilities
Location: Install on toilet structure or in the standard position for roads or pathways
Source: Central Stores – Stock No: 2502010

WILDLIFE INTERACTION SIGNS
Because there have been sightings of mountain lions and other larger predators on the upper
hillsides of CHWP, signage indicating appropriate behavior in the rare instance of coming across
such predators would be helpful. Similarly, signs indicating how to identify other threats (e.g.
poisonous snakes or plants) would enhance visitor safety. Signs reminding visitors to not feed
wildlife would benefit both visitors and help preserve the wildlife and vegetation of the CHWP.
An example of such signage is seen in Figure 10.

Figure 10

SIZE: 18 x 24 or 17 x 22 Mounted Digital Print
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POLICY: Use to provide a source of general information about a park or facility. Area
specific postings as identified by park staff. Size accommodates combination of 4 postings
and or rules. Design varies.
LOCATION: Install near entrances and at major gathering areas in a park or facility.
SOURCE: Environmental Graphics
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